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An Approach to Including Ethics in Agricultural Communications Teaching
Abstract
Professional agricultural communicators today face serious ethical dilemmas. thus there is a need to pay
more attention to ethics as a topic in agricultural communications teaching programs. One approach at
the University of Illinois uses student role-playing and vigorous class discussion to alert students to the
seriousness of the situation and give them some feeling for the types of difficult choices they may face as
professionals. Teachers in agricultural communications need more interaction with each other to share
ideas and information on such topics.
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Professional agricultural conununicators today face serious ethical dilemmas. thus there is a need to pay more
attention to ethics as a topic in agricultural communications
teaching programs. One approach at the University of Illinois
uses student role-playing and vigorous class discussion to
alert students to the seriousness of the situation and give
them some feeling for the lypes.of difficult choices they may
face as professionals. Teachers in agricultural communications need more interaction with each other to share ideas
and information on such tOPiCS.
Fann editors. probably for as
long as there have been farm editors,
have felt an obligation to their read -

ers to demonstrate their independence from advertisers. Witness this
disclaimer by the editor of Prairie
Fanner. published In 1853:
It is proper for us to say that the
editor of this paper has no connection with any Store. Warehouse. Wool
Depot or Cabinet Shop; nor has he
any Interest In any Mower. Reaper.
Thresher. Dog or Cat Churn. Seed
Drill. Rat Trap. Cucumber Washer.
or Patent Jewsharp. or any other
machines or inventions of any sort.
He Is solely an editor. He is therefore
without any undue bias to any of
these things above another (Johnson.
1976. p. 161.
.
Yet farm magazines today commonly publish speCial issues and

supplements Msponsored Mby chemical companies. and advertisers routinely pressure editors to give them
editorial space for public relations
releases (Hays and Reisner .In press).
On the broadcast front. advertising
representatives pay radio farm directors talent fees to gain exclusive
on-air voicing (Baker. 1981. p. 315).
Farm periodicals in recent years
have faced dwindling numbers of
readers and growing competition
from direct mail and computer-based
information services. At the same
time. a depressed farm economy has
led many farm suppliers to reduce
advertising budgets (Kesler. 19861.
Farm magazines have been hard
pressed to find new advertisers and
retain the ones they have.
There is a clear possibility that
members of farm magazine editorial
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